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VALUES AND VALUE TRANSFERS: 
A COMMENT ON ITOH 

Anwar Shaikh 

Itoh's essay provides a valuable retrospective on recent debates concerning the 
Marxian theory of value. He points out that the economic crisis enveloping both cap
itaJist and socialist worlds from the 1970s onward challenged economists to rethink 
and refine their basic approaches. Among other things. this sparked a resurgence of 
interest in fundamental issues such as Ihe theory of value. Thus, what appears as an 
abstraCt discussion is actually rooted in historical events, with political and economic 
implications for the current period (above. 53-54), 

Itoh also emphasizes the importance of Sraffa's work in revitalizing the Marxist 
discussion ofva1ue theory. Sraffa's pathbreak.ing work provided a new platform for 
a critique of neoclassical economics, even as it "rchabilitatcd the objcctive theory of 
value" which is characteristic of me classical and Marxian traditions. But his narrow 
focus and elliptical style left open the question of the relation between his approach 
and that of more general economic framewocks. Not swprisingiy, many of his 
followers set out to incol']X)rate his unconventional approach into a more orthodox 
"neo-Ricardian" framework, in which the emphasis was on mathematical and 
functional analyses of CQuilibriwn prices. Inevitably, this gave rise to a divergence 
between nco-Ricardian and Marxian writers (54--60). Two issues are highlighted by 
Itoh: the problems which arise with Marx's procedure for linking labor value and 
money price magnitudes (the transfonnatiOil problem), problems which appear LO 
undermine the Marxian claim that value magnitudes arc the foundation of price 
magnitudes; and the claim that value categories are in any case redundant, since 
market prices actually gravitate around prices of production, not labor values (60). 

In his survey of the debates around these two axes, ltoh makes many insightful 
comments and criticisms. He also presents his own solutions to certain key problems 
raised in the debates, such as those involved in joint production and heterogeneous 
labor. Here, though, I focus on the most basic issue: the transformation problem and 
its implications. 
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One difficulty with Itoh's presentation is that his survey foc uses principally on 
works written before 1980.1 This is problematic for two reasons: first, the lil.crature 
on the subject burgeoned in the 19705 and 1980s; second, his pre·198O focus 
presents some difficulties for my own commentary. since most of UJe arguments 
upon which I rely were advanced afl.cr that date, and are therefore not addressed by 
Itoh? In what follows, I will begin with points of agrcemenl, move on to the general 
nature ofIlOh's propJscd solution to the transformation problem, and then contrast it 
with my own alternative approach.' 

One crucial pointofagrcementis that the IfanSformation problem is an analytical 
issue. not a historical onc. The real process of capitalist competition oJ:Crates on 
3Ctu.ll market prices, not 00 prices proportional to labor values nor even on prices of 
production. A market price embodying a higher than average profit rate attracts a 
correspondingly more rapid influx of capital into the industry, until supply expands 
more rapidly than demand, pushing d()'A.llUJe market price and hence the profit rate, 
As this occurs, the influx of capiul begins to slow down Wltil eventual ly supply 
grows mOte slowly than demand, and lhe price and hence the profit rate ocgin to rise. 
The overall process is one of pcrpcutal oscillation. in which !he industry's a\o'ernge 
rate o f profi t fl uctualCS around the social average, in what Marx calls "an anai-. 
chical movement in which rise is compensated by fall and fall by rise" (Marx 1972, 
174-75; Shaikh 1984,48-49). There is never any stale of equilibrium in which 
market pn'ces "converge" to prices of production, Thus prices of production never 
exist as such. 

A second important point of agreement is that labor values are dimensionally 
distinct from prices o f any son, since the fOl1l1er ace in hours of socially ncccssary 
labor time, while the latter 3re we foons of value expressed in moocy terms. Of 
course, this merely implies that in order to compare the "sum of values" (hours) with 
the "sum of prices" (S), or "total surplus value" with "total profit," one must conven 
onesct into the units of the other (Shaikh 1977, sees. IV- V; 1984.43-44; IlOh 1980, 
70-71; above, 61-62). This JX) int is at the heart of our alternative approaches to the 
the transformation problem. [will return to it shortly. 

Prices of production function as we inner regulalOrs of market prices. It is 
Marx's contention that labor values in lum regulate prk:cs of production. just as 
surplus value regulates nomlal profit.4 To demonstrate this, Marx proposes to show 
that one can analytically derive prices of production by beginning from a siLuation in 
which prices are proportional to labor values and profilS proportional 1O surplus 
value, and then redistributing profits among industries so as to achieve equal rates of 
profit. But Ntarx's procedure involves a well·known incompleteness, in that the 
prices of production he derives are themselves based on input costs still expressed in 
(prices proportional to) labor values. This deficiency was eventually remedied by 
showing that Marx's procedure may be thought of as the first stcp in an iterative 
process of calculation whose end result is exactly !.he "fully tr.msformcd" prices of 
production of Bortkiewicz or Sraffa (Itoh above. 60). Thus, in the end, prices or 
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production (and any other prices as well) arc simply the expression of some 
redistribution of values and surplus values. 

Completing Marx's transformation procedure demonstrates the link betwccn his 
initial derivation of prices of production and the subseqUCI'lt BortkicWK:z "simullancous 
solution" method (Sweezy 1964, ch. V). But lhis does not directly address an 
apparently more intractable problem: in any full tmnsfonnation procedure, one 
cannot maintain both the sum of prices and the sum of profits at their initia1lcvcls 
(i.e., at levels proportional to the sum of values and the sum of surplus values, 
respectively). Note th:n lhe transfonnation problem involves the comparison of L ..... ,o 

dj(Ccrent sets of relative prices for a gi'.en set of products produced with a given set 
of material inputs, labor hours and consumption bundles for workers. Thus the 
surplus product is also given. As long as !he system is in a self-reproducing Slate, 
i.e .• in simple or expanded reproduction. the sum of prices represents the purchase 
price of the total product. Thus keeping the sum of prices constant when considering 
different seLS of relative prices is tantamount 10 keeping the general purchasing 
power of money constant. But different seLS of relative prices will yield different 
measures of (constant 5) money profit, even though the surplus prextuct and hence 
the total amount of surplus value is WlChanged It therefore appears as if the amount 
of (constant $) profit is in general independent of both lhc surplus product and 
surplus value. This is the centra] problem raised by !he tr.lnsfonnation qucsuon. 

The same result obtains if we keep the general value of money constant instead. 
A given sum of money prices purchases the lOlaI output, in which the sum of labor 
values is materialized. 1lle general pwdlaSing power of money over labor value is 
defmed by the mUo of the sum of the money prices of lOlaI Output (5) to the 
corresponding sum . of labor values (hours). The reciprocal of this is what Marx 
dcfmes as the value of money. Multiplying any sum of money by the value of money 
allows us to translate it into the generallabor-value-commanded by this quantity of 
money. In this sense, the "sum of (translated) prices" of the whole product will 
always equal the sum of values of that product. regardless of what happens across 
any transformation procedwe(i.e., whether or nO[ the sum of moncy prices or money 
profiLS or any other sum is kept constant). But here too, as in the earlier case of a 
constant use-value purchasing power of money, the "sum of (translated) profiLS" will 
vary independently of surplus value, as relative prices change. 

Tables lA-2A in Appendix 1 illustrate the basic problem. Table lA is identical 
to Itoh 's Table 1 of prodUCed labor values in a schema of simple reproduction ([mh 
1980, 75), while Table 2A is his Table 2 of money price of production translated inw 
generallabor-value-commandcd by the value of money m.' Although both tables 
ha .. 'e the same sum of prices, the sum of profits in Table 2 (175 hours) differs from 
I.hc sum of surplus values (200 hours) in Table I. This is solely the effect of different 
sets of relative prices applied to the same set of inpuLS and outputs. The question is: 
what is the impon of this result? 

On the surface, the above result seems to suggest that circulation can create or 
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desaoy value, which conU:ldicts the M:lrxist claim thai value and surplus vaJue are 
created only in production. For lhis reason, many Marxists have wrestled wilh !his 
problem, coming up with.3. variety of answers (some of which are surveyed by Itch). 
llOh himself claims 10 have a new solution, which he lays out in his books (1980, 
74-76; 1988,220-26) and swnmarizcs in his sun·cy above. 

In cffect. ltoh switches the focus of altcntion away from lhc discrepancy betwCCll 
produced values and realized values (i.e., between Tables IA-18) I() flu! itkmiry of 
aggrtgmt physicaijlows which is implicir in any s~lf·r~producing S/a/e. In simple 
reproduction, for instance, every department must alklcale particular physical quantities 
of materials and labor-power in order 10 produce particular physical quantities of 
products. The required quantities of materials lay claim to one portion of the tot.aI 
product Given the consumption requirements of workcrs, !he required quantities of 
bbor-po""'tr deltrmine a claim to yet anoc.hcr ponion of the IOta!. product Wh~u 
remains is by definition the total surplus product, and in simple reproduction !his 
must be absorbed by !he aggregate pcn;ooaJ consumption of capilalists.' 

As long as we arc holding input-output and labor consumption coefficients 
constaru (which is usually the case in !he transformation problem), the structurally 
determined physical flows outlined above undulie bo!h the value schcm.l and also 
any corresponding price counterpart. This point is brought out in Tables IB-2B, 
which depict lhe invari:tnt aggregate uses of production Wldcr different valuation 
schemes. From what .. I:e have noted about the identity of ccntr.d physical qU:lIltitics 
across I.he two sets of ublcs, it follows that:lIlY (translated) money expenditure for 
materials c,x in Table 28 acquires commodities whose values arec, in Table 18; any 
moocy expcndiwre for bbor-powen;)' and hence for worker consumption (C;); 
acquires quantities of consumption goods and hence labor-power whose values arc 
v,: and the aggregate money expenditures for capitalist consumption C; in Table 28 
acquires goods whose value is C. in Table 18 (which in simple reproduction is also 
the value of the surplus product, i.e., surplus value s). 

Table 3 presents the "acquired" value quantities in more dct:l.il. The first two 
columns represent the labor values Ci and Vi of commodities purchased by money 
expendiwrcs c,x and ... ,y rcspccti .. 'C1y,as discussed above. Thecolwnn forinvcstmcnt 
expenditures is blank because there is no investment in simple reproduction. So far 
lhis is merely a detailed representation of lhe mapping between Tables 2B and lB. 
But the column for capitalists has a new c1emcnt in it As already noted, the physicaJ 
qU:lIltity of capitalist consumption goods is the same regardless of the valuation 
scheme. Thus total capitalist consumption expenditures of 175 hours in Table 2B 
purchases goods whose value is 200 hours in Table IB (which in simple reproduction 
is also tot.aI surplus values). This is reflected in lhecolumn sum of lhe fourth column 
of Table 3. Bul the SlruCtural pauem of physical flows tells us nothing about !he 
intcr-dcpartmenlal distribution of capitalist consumption. To derive this, we have 
(likc Itoh) assumed th:lt capitalist consumption in each dcpanmcnl is derived from the 
department's profits_ On this basis, each row in Tablc 3 represents the values of the 
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commodities purchased (acquired) out of the money revenues realized earlier by 
each department in Table 2A. 1be correspondence between aggregace sums in 
Tables 3 and I is a consequence of Ihe assumption that the system is in a self· 
reproducing state. 

Since in simple reproduction the whole surplus product is absorbed in capitalist 
consumption, the total value of capitalist conswnption goods C< = the value of the 
surplus product = surplus value = s. 1bcn, and only then. the fonnula for value 
acquired through individual capitalist consumption (Pdp)C. can also be written as 
(PJp)s. Wilh!his change, Table 3 immediately becomes Table4-which is lcoh's 
table ofacquircd values in simple reproduction (ltoh 1980.75: Table 3), 

ltoh's focus on acquired values provides a valuable reminder that, as long as the 
system is in a sclf-repnxlucing state, different exchange-ratios auach diffcI'Cm 
valuations to a largely unchanged set of physical flows (only the inter-departmental 
distribution of individuaJ capitnliSlconsumption is affected by retative price changes). 
However, some of the chann of his presentation fades when one notes, as he himself 
docs (Itch 1980,76-77, and above, 62), that his particular mooe of deriving the 
acquired values as the proJXIrtion of surplus value represented by each department's 
profilS (s;' = (PJp)s) is only generally valid in simple reproduction (see thcdiscussion 
above and in the notes to Table 3). 

Tables 7-9 illustrate this latter problem in the case of expanding reproduction. 
Tables 7A-B shows the production and the corresponding dispositions of the totaJ 
product in value terms (sca1edto make the mass of SlLrptus value the same as before), 
while Tables 8A-B show the same physical flows in (trdflslated) prices of production. 
It will be noted that in each case the useof department I-II's product now encompasses 
both replacement expendiuu-cs and expansion expenditwcs for constant and variable 
capital, while the portion of profit devoted to capitalist consumption expenditures is 
correspondingly restricted. Table 9 puIS together all the relevant infonnation lO 
derive the values acquired through the expenditures of the money revenues of each 
deparuncnl As is evident from a comparison of column five (values acquired 
through !.he expenditure of profit) and column six (the proportion of surplus value 
represented by each department's profit, as in ltoh's procedure in Table4 earlier), the 
procedwe which ltoh uses to construct his simple reproduction tables docs not carl)' 

avec to expanded reproduction. The reason for this is fairly simple. In simple repro
duction. each de~cnt's capitalist consumption. and thus ilS share of the value of 
surplus product acquired, is proportional lO ilS profil In expanded reproduction. 
capitalist consumption is still proportional to departmemal profit, but now invesunent 
exp!nditures are proportional to the dcpartmcm's (circulating) capital advanced,7 so 
that adepartment's portion of the value of surplus product acquired is not proportional 
to ilS profit (except in the very special case in which each department has the same 
organic composition sotha! Ci+ Yi is proportionallOSj forcach i-in which case there 
is no transformation problem in the first place!)_ 

But the issue of the general fonnula for acquired values is not the important one. 
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In his own approach to the problem, ltoh is motivated by Marx's notion thlll since 
prkes and profits arc the mOllCY Coons laken by value and surplus value materialized 
in prOOuction, "the true meaning and consistency orMan!. 's propositions" requires us 
to demonstrate "the equality between lOtal value and tota1 price. and [also] rel'NCeO 
total sw-plus value and total profit" (Itoh 1980.73---74). 

It is always correcllO say that the money spent to purchase any commodity will 
purchase the va1ue materialized in that commodity. so that the the money spent 10 

purchase the surplus product (profit) will purchase the value materialized in this 
surplus product (surplus value). But. however illwninating this focus on acquired 
values may be. it does notteaIly address the central issue raised by !he transformation 
problem (or by comparison of any two schema with differing relative prices), as 
illustrated in Tables lA-2A. Table IA represents thc production ofvaJue and surplus 
value. rtalsotq>reSCn1S the realized value and profilflows when prices arc propationaJ 
10 values. Table 2A represents realized vaJue flows when prices confonn to prices of 
production. We may imagine yet other Tables 2A', 2A ", etc. in which prices reflect 
monopoly prices or rruui:.et prices. etc. All of these tlbles will reflect the smne 
surplus value, a1l will command the same physical product and surplus product. yet 
in each case the realized profit will be different, even though the underlying surplus 
value is the same. lloh would be content to say that the varying amounts of aggregate 
realized profit in Tables 2A, 2A', 2A "', etc. would all purchase the surplus product 
and hence acquire an amount oevalue equallO surplus value. BUI this would tell us 
fWthil1g whal.s«ver aboul t~ determinaLwn of the magnitude of aggregaJe profit, 
which would be dif/erenJ in each case! 

Marx's claim is lhat profit isckrived from surplus value. Thcanalysisofacquircd 
values tells us Ih:lt (in a self-reproducing Slate) profit pUrCMSi!S the surplus product 
These two statements are not the same. 1bc central puzzle remains: given that 
surplus value is only lransferred during circulation, how is it lhat aggregate profit can 
vary indcpendentJy from aggregate sw-plus value merely because the mode of 
circulation varies? 

In controdistinction lO Itoh, I have long argued that it is precisely because prices 
and profits are the money fonns of valuesand surplus values, respectively,lhataggre
gate profit must generally deviate from surplus value when prices are not proportional 
to vaJlJ!S. This is because lvtarx's claim lhat vaJue is conserved in exchange' 
nccessa.rily implies that pricc-valuedeviations (with both prices and values expressed 
in common units) will bring about lrarlsfers of value which will cause profits to 
deviate from surplus value. Indeed, Marx himself remarks on this problem, during 
his analysis of price-value dcviations arising within the theory of rem': 

This phenomenon of the conversion of capital into revenue should be nolCd. 
becausc it crcalCS !he illusion. thSl the amount of profit grows independently of the 
amouru: of surplus-value. (Mm: 1971, 347) 

Let US fllSt consider the general issue of transfcrs of vaJue. Suppose region A 
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exports commodities having a value of 6(X) million hours for money having a value 
of800million hours. le Region A then gains 200 million hours of value on itscxports. 
If it also pays a quantity of money having a value of I billion hours (lrade does nOl. 
have to be balanced) for impons having a produced value of 700 million hours, then 
it loses 300 million hours of value on its importS. The overall effect is a net loss 
(negative nCllrarlSfcr) of value of 100 million hours forreglonA. To this thereof course 
corresponds a equal nctgain for lhercgioo's trading partners. taken asa whole. Note 
that. in calculating the net transfer of value, we must take into account transfers on 
both ~ports and imports. 

Transfers of value are fundamental to Marxian analyses of intersectoraJ, 
interregional and international trade,1I For our present purposes. they carry the 
imIXlrtanl implication that the surplus value realized in a region is the sum of the 
surplus value produced there and the net (positive or negative) transfer of value 
brought about by price/value deviations of commodities traded. For region A, this 
means ahat its rea1ized surplus value (the labor value of its aggregate profits, other 
things being equal) will be 100 less than its produced surplus value. 

Marxists have generally failed to appreciate that this very same mechanism is the 
source of the famous discrepancy between produced and realized surplus value (if 
the sum of prices is held constant) or between produced and realized total value (if 
the sum of profits is held constant) within the confines of the transformation 
problem. To see how this works, it is useful to imagine that all sellers and buyers of 
commOOities conduct their business through the mediation of a fictitious trading 
company which incurs no costs in the performance of its function. All flows will be 
in value or realized value tenus., with the sum of prices held constant, as in the tables 
ana1yzed above. We will initially discuss simple reproduction, as in hoh's own 
examples (Itoh 1980, 75). 

Each dcparunem produces commodities worth a. hours which itsclls to the fictitious 
trading company for Pi dollars. Note that the exports of each productive department 
consist of its total ompul The realized value received by any departmem will be p.~ 
the toI.a1 price of production of its prodUCl For each department, the net transfer of 
value on exports is therefore (P;- aJ For all departments laken together, the net 
transfer on exportS is zero (since P = a '" 875). 

But this does not imply that the net transfer of value between the productive 
sector and its customers (since the trading sector is only a go-between) will be zero. 
On the side of imports, each productive department imports constant capiw.l of value 
c, for which it pays c;x in value of money. ltalse imports laror-powerof vaJue v, for 
which it pays Vii to workers. Note that in this latter case the transfer is between 
productive capitalists and workers (who in tum lX!y Vii to the trading sector for 
consumption goods (C;)i having value v" effecting a parallel and opposite tranSfer 
between themselves and the trading 5eClOr). In simple reproduction, this exhausts 
the imports of the productive sector. The nct transfer of value on each productive 
sector's imports is therefore [(c, + v,) ~ (c;x + l';y)]. 
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lhc ovcmll net transfer of value to/from each department's circuit of prodllClivc 
capital Mi-Ci -M: is simply the transfer on eAports (Pj - a,) plus the net transfer on 
importS [(c, + vJ - (c;x + vJ')]. Since price Pi = cix + VJ' + P. and value a. = c. + v, + 
$" it follows that each scc[()r's overall transfer of value 3COOWllS for the difference 
between its profit and its surplus value, and that the same principle applies to 
productive capital as a whole: 

Net transfer tQffrom the jf}, circuit of productive capilal 
= Transfer on exportS + transfer on imIXXlS 
'" [PI-aJ+[(CI + v.)-(c;x + viY)] :::: Pi-S; 

Net transfcr toIfrom the overall circuit of productive capital 
"" Total transfer on exports + total transfer on impons 
= (P-a]+ ((c+v)-(cx+ vy)] =p-s 

The above result tells us that the apparently mysterious diCTcrcocc between the 
labor valuccommandcd by aggrcgaLC profilp and the cooesponding produced surplus 
value s is noM Othe, than lhe value transferred in/out of the circuit of capital during 
the circulation proass. lllc circuit of capitaJ M·C·M'is only one "region" in !he 
overall circulation process, and as in aU such cases, any transfe~ of value in or out of 
this "region" will make its re:ilizcd surplus value deviate from its produced surplus 
value. Instead of being mysterious or damning, this re.suJt is a perfectly necessary 
and oonnal consequcnce of the fact that value is preserved during cin:u!ation under 
the conditions in question. Table 5 details this process for simple reproduction. 

If the circuit of capital is only one "region" in cin:ulaLion, what are the others? As 
Marx noccs in his analysis of the schemes of reproduction, the ovcral l cin:ulation 
consists of entwined circuits of capital and cin:uits of revenuc. Outside of the circuit 
of productive capital, we have thecircuit of trading capital, and the circuit of revenue 
(personal consumption) of workers and of capitalists. We can exclude the trading 
sector from any net transfers of value, Ixxausc as long as the whole product is sold 
(which is the condition of the present problem), its tool! exportS exactly its total 
importS. We can also exclude the lOta.I cin:uit of revenue of workers. since the value 
of money v;J which workers receive as wages is then paid out to the tmding sector 
for oonsumption goods (C~), whose value is (C .. ); '" V,. Workers export their Iaoor
power V, foc value of money v;)'. but then import commodities of value v, for value of 
money v;J. The net transfer for the class as whole is zero. 

This leaves only the circuit of revenue of capitalists themselvcs. In simple repro
duction, each department's capitalists expend funds p, to purchase capitaiiSl con
sumption goods (C;), whose value is (Ce)i. For capitalist-consumers as a whole 
the total value of consumption goods Ce '" Lhe vaJuc ofthc surplus product ", surplus 
value s. Unlike workers, who must sell their labor-power in order to oonsume, cap
italists can consume by virtue of their ownership bf the means of production. They 
import without having to export, because they draw upon the profits of the production 
sector for their consumption fund.1l In this case thenct transferor value '" value trans-. 
ferrcd on exports + value uansferred on imports = 0 + (C.-p) = (:f-p) "'-(P-s). 
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This amount is simply Ihe du:ll of the previously discovered transfer of value of the 
circuit of productive capitlli. For the system as a whole, the net: transfer is zero. TM 
deviation of aggrtgale profit from aggregate surplus YO/lie is explained by this 
transfer beMlttfl the circuit of productive capiliJl and the revenue circuit of CQPualisls
as-consumers. Table 6 illustrates the transfers involving revenue circuits. and 
Appendix 2 diagrams the overall tmnsfers in simple reproduction. 

The above results can easily be extended to the case of expanding reproduction. 
Table 10 shows that the net lransfers tcv'from lhe circuit of productive capital accoufll 
for the differences between profits and surplus value in each departmenl Table II 
looks at the circuits which are not encompassed by the profil/loss circuilofproductive 
capilal. There are now three: two circuits of pecsonal revenue, for workers and 
capitalislS-as-consumcrs respectively ,and the circuit of imoestment purchases, which 
in business accounting would show up in capital (OO.l.ance sheet) accounts but not in 
the profit/loss ( income statemen t) account upon which discussions of the 
lnUlsformation problem are normally predicated. As is evidenl, the overall sum of 
the net transfers in the revenue and capital accounts of Table II (16.44 hours) is 
equal but opposite to that in the profit/loss account of Table 10 (-16.44 hours). 

The analysis can even be generalized to cover situations in which the economy is 
not in a self·reproducing state (in which case we must also account for stocks and 
flows of commodities and money). Moreover, it should be evidem from the mode of 
analysis that the results apply to any type of prices, not just priccsofproduclion. The 
deviation bct .... 'CCn labor values and (the labor commanded by) market prices gives 
rise to exactly the same phenomena that have bedeviled the transformation debate, 
ones resolvable in the same manner. But the issue is even more general tlun thaL If 
one were to compare prices of production with markct prices or monopoly prices, 
then one would quickly discover that the latter would yield profit rates and masses 
which were different from those of thc former, even when the swn of prices is held 
constanL Nco-Ricardian or neoclassical critics who insistlhat Marxian value analysis 
be abandoned because it yields magnitudes which differ from those associated with 
prices of production generally "forget" lO follow through on this aspect of their own 
argument, for lO do so would hoist them on their own pct.ard (Shaikh 1981, n. 38). 

Having established that price-value deviations pose no intractable theoretical 
diffx;ulty for Marxian value theory, it is useful inquire into theirempiricaI signifJCanCt.. 
In comparing Sraffa-Bonkiewiez prices of productioo with labor \'alues, it can be 
shown on theoretical grounds that the deviation between profit and surplus value, 
and between the uniform fate of profit and the value rate of profit, will be strictiy 
limited in scope. When the syStem is in balrulced reproduction, then the size of the 
deviation is inversely related to the system's rate of growth. A similar argument CM 
even be made for individual price·value deviations (Shaikh 1984, sec. IV). But the 
empirical evidence is even more striking. lnput--output estimates for the U.S. 
indicate that labor values account fO( about 85 percent of the suucrure of prices of 
production (as measured by lhe percctltageavcrage absolute deviation), that Marx's 
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own procedure for calculating prices of production (which can be viewed as a linear 
approximation) captures alxlut95 percent of the structure of full y transformed prices 
ofprodoction, that the overlap between aggregates such as the 1v1arxian value rate of 
profit and the uniform rate of profit is greater than 96 percent. and that all empirically 
estimated aggregate wage-profit curves are virtually linear even when wage shares 
are relatively low and actual output proportions in the economy are very different 
from thoscofSraffa's standard commodity (Shaikh 1984; Ochoa 1988). Comparisons 
to market prices rcvcalmat labor values account for 88 percent, Marx's prices of 
production account for 87 percent. and fully transformed (Bonkiewicz-Sraffa) prices 
account for 86 percent. Recent theoretical and empirical investigations provide even 
more sUPJX>I'"t for such a Ricardian-Marxian structural approach to the dClCnn inatioll 
of prices (petrovic 1987; 8icncnfcld 1988). 

The lhcorctical and empirical results outl ined above cast an entirely different 
light on the long-standing debate about the determinants of prices of production and 
of price-value deviations. If our taSk is to understand how capitalist economies 
actually function, to show how their chamctcristic structure regulates their OutCOmes, 
and to analyze their real historical, technological, and inter-industrial paucms, then 
one could ask for no mOtc powerful a foundation than Marx's thoory orvaluc. 

APPENDIX I: ACQUIRED VALUES IN SIMPLE AND EXPANDED 
REPRODUCTION 

Simple Reproduction 

Table IA: Production of 
Value (hours)" 

"'p<. c, .; " a, 
I 225 90 60 375 
II 100 120 80 300 
m 50 90 60 200 

375 300 200 875 

Table 18 : Value of 
Total. Usc~ 

Total Materials (e) = Ie; = 375 = al 

Total Worker Consumption (C,,) = biZ 300 '" OJ 

Total Capitalist Consumption (C.) '" Is, '" 200 .. eI, 

• . Table IA C01TeSponds 10 hon', Table I (lich 1980, 7~). 
b. Tillie 1B show, !he values of L1le struetulllUy..detcrmined uses ollhe 10la1 prodllCt implied by the 
physical nows in limpl~ reproduction: each department purchases malerials 10 "'Place: those used up in 
production, with value c; workers e~pend their wages on eonswnptioo goods, with value C~ (asswning 
worken <:10 noc $ave); Ind Ihc Cipitaiisl clan U a whole purchases, fIX personal conswnption, the: 
rem.ining product, of value C, (Ii'is is the surplus product, ""hose 1Ot.ll vaJue is surplus value .1'). 

Table 2A: Value Corrun!lJldcd by Table 28: Value Command~ by Money 
Production Prices (hours)" Expenditures on Total Usc'> 

Dop<. " ., p, P, 

I 252 84 84 420 Total. Materials (c") '" (Ic.)x '" 420 = PI 
II 112 112 56 280 Toul Worker Consumption (C:) '" (Iv,)y = 280 = P: 
m 56 84 35 175 Total Capitalist Consumption (C.,,) z: 'f.p,:= 175 .. PJ 

420 280 J75 875 

• 
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a. Z and yare; respectively the pricc-valuecoefficicnu formateriah lIId workero;onsumption goods. Table 
2A corresponds 10 Itoo's Table 2, wilh all money vaJueJ translated into value CO!nmlIldcd·in~xchangc 
by multiplying them by the YI\ueofmoney, dermed a51he ratio of Ihe sum ofvalues (S1S billion hours) 
in ILOO's Table I lethe swn ofprices(SSOObillion)inhisTablc 2 (loon 1980, 75). IV-lh'lI)otalion hI-I been 
retained, since. lUQling does not alter any basi<.: properties. 
b. Table 2B il Sl!\lCtl.lrtlly analOZous to Table I B above; the only diffcrmcc between tht;m is the ... aluatioo 
aUlldiw to the jflysical flows. 

Table 3: Values of Goods Acquired by Expenditure of Departmental Revenues (hours)" 

Value of Value or Vall,!(: of Valuc of capitalist Total value of goods 
n,.. rq>ba:menI ..,~aoemmt ~ CQlSumpUa1. a<:riuim:l out of 

mll.eriah b r-power investrnmt .- dcpanmcnt profiu 
(e,) (v,) (P/p)C, (P/p)s 

I 225 90 96 96 
II 100 IlO 64 .. 
m SO 90 ., ., 

37S 300 200 200 
•. Departmmtal LOIlII revenue P, is spent 01\ materials , labor-power, and capitalist consumption goods. 
Wcun always divide the fim two into replacement expenditure and nc:t investment (I positi .. e ornegative 

residual ",hid! il zero in simple reproduction). For IlnIClllral reuons disCllued in the text, the f111ttwo 
columns r:i T.ble J ~ idenl icallO those of Table I. MOf=Ner, in simpl" rq>roduction capitalist 
conlumption absorbs the whole surplus product, so the surn of elemenll in colllmn 4 abo\..., [I(C.)J will 
alw.ys equallOta.l surplus value (the ,urn r:i column 5). The individual elemcnu of column 4 are derived 

on th" ass\llllption that individual capitalist consumption "xpeoditurcs (C;). are <:qual 10 indi .. idual 
departmenlal profiu p,; thus (C:~ = (P/p)C;, while. (C,), = (P/p)C •. 

Table 4: Acquired Values (Itoh)" 

Dope " v, ': ~. [s: '" {P/p)si 
I 225 90 96 4II 
n 100 120 64 284 
ID 50 90 40 180 

315 300 200 875 

•. Table 4reproducci holl', Table 3 (ltoh 1980,75), which is numerically idcnticallO Table 3 above 
only in simpl.e rt:pmduclion, because only then does aggregal"capiLali.t cUISump:ion absorb the whole 
surplus prodllct, 10 that C, -= sind thUI s: = (P/p)s '" (P)p)C .. 

Table 5: Simple Reproduction Transfers of Value 
within the Cireuit of Productiye Capital-

Transfer on Transfer on No< Profit _ wrplus 
Dope exports imports transrer value 

{p,-aJ [(c,+ v.) - (c,x + vJ)J (col. I + col. 2) {p;-s,) 

I 45 -21 24 24 
n - 20 -4 -24 - 24 
ID -25 0 -25 -25 

0 - 25 -25 -25 

•• The n\llllbers in this Lable I rt: deri .. ed f rom Tables IA &J1d 2A above. 
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Table 6: Simple Reproduction Transfers of V alue within Circuits of Personal Revenue-

Workers Capitalists 

Transfer Transfer Net worker Transfer Net capitalist 
Dop. on expons On imports transfer on imports transfer 

(v;)'- vJ (C .. ),- vJ») (col. I + col. 2) ((C,k- pJ (-col. 4) 

I --6 • 0 12 12 
n -8 8 0 8 8 
ill -. • 0 , , 

-20 20 0 25 25 
a. Workers' In.nsrers derived from Tablel IA-2 B: capiLlbsu' transfe,., derived from 2A-3. 

Expanded Reproduction 

Table 7 A; Production of Value (hours)" 

Ikp,- '. v, '. " 
I 275.75 110.30 73.53 459.59 
n 110.00 132.00 88.00 330.00 
ill 32.05 57.70 88.47 128.22 

417.81 300 200 917.81 

Table 7B: Value ofTou.l Uscb 

,, =: growth rate " I~) 

c' '" (I.e,XI + g) = 4.59.59 =: 0 1 

c,,=:(rvJ( \ +g);330.00 :01 

C< =.1- (Ui + 1:v,)g = 128.22 =: oJ 

I. Table 7A corresponds to Jtoh' s (1980, 75) Table 1 for simple reproduction, modified for expanded 
rcpraJuction aI growth rate g " 10%, and scaled 110 !hil.f is the same (200 houn). 
b. Table 70 ~nJ.J.cb Table 1B above, for the case of e~pandoo reproduction: in uch period, uch 
department pm:hasel 10% more materials and laboT-power than the previOUI period. while eapil.l.lisl 
C()fIlumption absorbs the remainder of the surplul produet. 

Table SA: Value Commanded by 
Production Prices (houn)" 

"'p<. '" V3 p, P, 
I 303. 18 101.07 101.07 505.31 
n 120.94 120,94 60.47 302.36 
ill 35.24 52.86 22.03 110.14 

459.38 274.87 183.57 917.&4 

Table 88: Value Commanded by 
Money ExpendiUlTCS on Total Useb 

c"'=(u,x)( l +g) = 50531 "" PI 
C,: '" (1:\',)IXI + g) ". 302.36 = P, 
C;=p-(I.e;X+1:<JJ)g =1l0.14 = PJ 

a. Table SA is the price of production equivalent of Table 7 A (and the IUpand!:d rcpruduction equiv
alent of 2A above). 
b. T.ble SB i. the price of production equivalent ofTabk 7B. 

Table 9: Two Measure~ of Al;Xj,uired Values (hours)" 

Valued Value of Value of Value of Total value of goods - repiAcemenl. =a:menl "" capitalisl acqu ired out of '. materials I ·po .... "r invcsuncnl ,onsumption depanmcnl profitJ (11011) 

"J '.J g(e,+ V,) (PJp}C. (col. 3 + col. 4) (PJp}s 

I 275.75 11 0.30 38.61 7059 109,20 110.11 
II 110.00 132.00 24.20 42.24 66,44 65.89 
HI 32.05 57.7 8.98 1539 24.36 24.00 

417.81 300.00 71.78 128.22 200 200 

I . The principles behind the ealcu13lion of the elements of this table are deKribed in Table 3 above. 

/ 
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Table 10: Ellpanded Repro?uction Transfers of Value 
wilhin the Circuit of Productive CapiWA 

Transfer Transfer on Net 
onnporu imports transfer 

(p,- OJ [(cj + v,> - (C;X + v,y)] (col. 1 + col. 2) 

45.12 -18.2 27.S2 
-27.64 0.12 -27.52 
- 18.08 1.65 - 16.43 

0 - 16.43 - 16.43 

Profit - surplus 
"Joe 

(p, -s;> 
27.54 

-27.53 
-16.44 

-16.43 

• . The numben in this taole are deriv4ed fl'()m Tab!"$ 1/\ and 8A above.. 

Table II: Expanded Reproduction Transfers of Value 
within the Circuits of Personal Revenue-" 

Capitalists-as-
Workers Conswncu Investment Net 

Tr:l.nsfen 
Transfer Transfer Nel Tran.lfer N. N. on PcrJOn.al - 00 00 wOtter 00 capitalht inVe5tmOlt and Capilal 
apo~ imports transfer imports lrv1sfu tran.fer Accounts 

I -1 0.15 10.15 0 9.955 9.955 -1.820 8.135 
II -12.17 12.17 0 5.958 5.958 0.012 5.97 
ill -5.32 5.32 0 2.17 2.17 0.165 2335 

-27.64- 27.64 0 18.083 18.083 - 1.643 16.44 

•. WOrXcn' consumpLion <)<Xun at the end ollhc production perioJ , since we focus on !nnsfen on !he 
circulation of!he-product (lheCOI"R'spoodinl1nmfcrs on the acquilition oflaboc-·power , how UpOlI Ihe 
inpul ride of the: lIext round of production). Then:: ille no e;tportl fIX elp'Ullill"U-eonJumers, .... ho 
oonsume oot ofMune>.mcd inoomc. ,. Capitalisu In:: assumed tOCOlUumC OUI of indiviw31 depallmcntal 
proflll at the: IImc rIote u the o;lus as a whole. The elemc:uts 01 uo;h oolumn an:: c:a..lcub.ted II follows; 
001. I : (vol' - v,X I + I); ooL 2 : l(C..1- v,}t)(1 ... g); 001,3: 001. I + 001 , 2; 001. 4: l(C,)' - (C;h); ooL 5; 
001.4; 001.6: I(e,+ v,) - (c~ + "~Ylg; 001.1; 001. 3 t o;Qj. 5 t 0;01. 6. 

APPENDIX 2: AGGREGATE VALUE FLOWS IN SIMPLE 
REPRODUCTION 

r - - - - Circuit of Productive CapiLal 

'l' . • (M ·C-M') - - - "' 
"I') 

• , , , 
~ 

, , , , , , ,P a, , , , , , 
C:=ry C'-

( • -p J C . ~ 
Workers 

),------ Trading - - - - - apt! lSU-, Sector as-Consumers 
C. , C. =s 

(Capitalists' personal revenue accounts are replenished by withdrawals from industrial sector 
profits.) 
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NOTES 

I. ltoh !ins some works written as late as 1984, butdoes nol oonuncnton them. nus pre. 
1980 focus is most probably due to the fact thalhis essay here draws heavily on his ovm earlier 
work. (ltoh 1980), as he acknowledges in n. 4. 

2. In my case, his commentary is restricted to my very earliest writing on the subject 
(Shaikh 1971), and there only to the:: quantiLative aspect of my iteration procedure. 

3. I wish to thank Bruce Robens for his illuminating and extremely helpful comments 
on an earlier draft of this note. 

4. Prices of production regulate market prices by acting as their centers of gravity. But labor 
values regulate prices of production in adiffcrentSCflSC: they fonn the foundation of production 
prices (which is the point of the transformation prcx.:cdurc) and also determine their domin:mt 
C<lmponent (see Shaikh 19&4. sec. IV) . 

.5. As the universal equivalent, the value of money m is the genera! value commill'lded by 
money. Thus m '" (sum ofvalucs)J(surn of prices) '" (875 billion oours)/($500 billion) .. 1.75 
hoUlslS from IlOh ' s Tables 1- 2 (1980, 75). Multiplying all money quantities in ltoh's Table 
2 by m gives our T able 2. 

6. As we shall see shortly, individual capitalist consumption is not independent of pricing . 
because it depends on departmental profits which vill)' with relative prices. 

7. We abstract from rued capital throughout, since the issue here is independent o f it. 
8. Value is only conserved in exchange if demand and supply match (no realization 

problems). and if there lie no changes in unit values. These are exactly the conditions of the 
uansfonnation problem, whcre the issue is the impact of different modes of circulation on the 
relation between value and its money forms. 

9. Ground-rent gives risc 10 its own form of price.value deviations, because even if we 
absuact from the difference between value and production pr-icc. in ground· rent the price (in 
valuc-commanded units) equals the: value of output produced on marginaJ land, whereas value 
represents the average unit value of all the producers. ThIlS price differs from (average) valuc. 

10. For example. it exports commodities for S1.6 billion when the value of one dollar is 
1(2 hoW'. 

11. The recent debate over the concept of unequal exchange is an area in which the notion 
of uansfcn: of value has played a crucial role (sce Shaikh 1980). 

12. Withdrawal of funds by capitalists for personal consumption docs not show up in the 
income statement of the production sector, since that only tallics costs and profiL~. not the 
disbursement of profits. It would show up in a sources and uses account. But Ille discussion 
of production prices has always utilized input-output and cost.profil l)~S of accounts. 
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